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Interface Redesign: Natureʼs Lawn

Executive Summary
As part of a redesigned for Natureʼs Lawn website, www.natureslawn.com was analyzed
based upon commonly accepted web design principles. Issues of a clear hierarchy,
proximity, non-professional artwork, simplicity, lack of focus and a fixed size layout,
make this a difficult site to navigate through. With these, and other findings a new
interface layout of the site was diagramed, offering a solution that increases its
usefulness and aesthetic appeal, and recommendations are made to resolve these
issues.
This report is organized into four major sections, with an appendix containing screen
shots of the current homepage and a sub page:
Analysis of the Current Interface:
• Various elements of the current interface are indentified and analyzed based
upon interface design principles.
Redesign interface Wireframes:
• A digital wireframe that shows arrangement of interface elements for both the
homepage and a sub page.
Analysis of the Redesigned Interface:
• Improvements of the proposed interface are discussed, as well as how the new
interface addresses limitations in the existing design.
Implementation Options:
• Three approaches to implementing a new design are presented, with
consideration of their advantages and disadvantages are summarized. A
recommendation is suggested.
The redesign interface offers a number of enhancements over the existing interface:
• Arrangement and sizing of elements will increase more white space and allow
more focus for each pageʼs content.
• The home page will be simplified for quick scannability.
• Global and local navigation will have a clear hierarchy.
• The home page will have impertinent information above the fold.
• The home page length is shortened, which reduces scrolling.
• Clipart will be replaced with more professional graphics or photos.
• Logo and tagline will be arranged and sized appropriately.
• The Login and shopping cart as been moved to the home page.
• The footer has been cleaned up and arranged to increase its usefulness.
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Analysis of the Current Interface
Layout:
• Natureslawn.com uses a fix-width, center-aligned interface throughout the site
and are designed for less than optimal display of 800 x600.
•

The home page is very long and must be and important information is not
immediately visible to the user.

•

Too much dead space on the left and right side of the site.

•

The fix-width is not consistent from page to.

Color and Graphics
• Colors for the website are appropriate for the content.
•

The website has good contrast of text and any background color.

•

All the images used are of small file sizes giving page weight of between 19k –
25 k with a download time and a rendering time of approximately 2.54 seconds
with a 56k modem and .01 seconds with a T1 connection. Calculations based on
test run at Dr. Watson http://watson.addy.com.

Interface Elements
The Naturelawn.com interface contains the following elements, which have been
incorporated into the redesign interface.
• HTML Utility Navigation
• Login and password boxes
• Shopping Cart box
• Footer (contact information and mail to: links)
• Graphics:
o Logo and tagline
o Global navigation buttons
o Product images
o Lawn images
o Weed images
o Top Gardening Website Award
o Lawn Care Simplified
o Arial views
o Clip Art
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Interface Design: Strengths
The primary strength of the current site of Natureslawn.com is its adherence to certain
interface design and to some of the Gestalt rules of visual perception.
•

The site maintains consistency of the location of certain interface elements, such
as: the global navigation buttons and logo throughout the home page and sub
pages.

•

All sub pages are labeled same as corresponding link giving user knowledge of
where they are on the website.

•

The color scheme allows good contrast between text and backgrounds.

•

The main navigation gives user scope of content found on the website.

•

The main navigation does use the Gestalt Principle of proximity, grouping alike
items close together.

•

Content line lengths are kept to a reasonable size.

•

Quick download and rendering of pages.

Interface Design: Areas for Improvement
Limitations in the current interface include poor use of screen real estate, some page
lengths are far to long, an inadequate sense of hierarchy; footer navigation does not
have any continuity, a serif typeface for page content, and use of clip art.
•

The fix-width of the website is set at approximately 730px allowing too much
dead space on both right and left of the content on all pages when viewed at high
resolutions (resolutions greater than 800 x600).

•

The effect of having a narrow site causes some pages, such as the home page,
to be far too long, reducing its scannability. A 2008 study found that when the
user scrolled, it was an average of 1.3 screenfulls, far less than the current
interface of some pages.

•

The site lacks a sense of hierarchy. No dominance is given to the user showing
the most important content of the website. Along without a strong hierarchy the
site has no direction to lead the user throughout the website.
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•

The footer does not follow the Gestalt Principles of Proximity or Similarity. The
links located in the footer include services, products, mailing addresses and utility
navigation items and are not organized in a way for the user to identify which
area of the site the links will lead.

•

Research has shown that a serif typeface used as body text harder to read on
the web and limited screen resolution blurs serifs, distorting their letterforms.

•

The practice of using clip art is best avoided. The aesthetics of the site is
diminished, giving the website less professional look.
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Redesign Interface Wireframe
Home Page:
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Sub Page:
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Analysis of Redesigned Interface
The redesigned interface offers a number of advantages over the current interface
design of Naturerslawn.com. Some of the key Interface Design Principle addressed are:
Simplicity, Aesthetics, Focus and, Balance. The Gestalt Principles that are focused on:
Similarity, Continuity, and Proximity.
•

Moving the logo and taglines to the upright corner and sizing them appropriately
gives more space into the banner area. With the new design the login, password
and shopping cart are moved into the banner area. By moving the login to the
homepage user can add products to their shopping cart as they navigate through
the website.

•

By removing all “testimonials”, creating an “about us” link, and reducing the text
of the products to only a label and short brief on the homepage, the page gains
more “white space” and keeps all the content above the fold.

•

With shorter pages, the footer navigation was combined to the main navigation
and a utility navigation was created simplifying the overall global navigation of the
website. The navigation was moved to the left side in a vertical style from the
horizontal positioning below the banner, thus helping the site have more focus.

•

Breadcrumb navigations have been added to the page headings assisting users
to identify the current page quickly and how they navigated to that specific page.

•

By removing all clip art the site presents a more professional looks.

•

Body copy font has been changed to a san-serif font increasing the siteʼs
readability.

•

The link Site Map has been replaced with the term Site Index. The siteʼs index is
actually a list of pages not an actual map.

Making these few changes the website gains more focus, balance, continuity, proximity,
simplicity, and more of an aesthetics appeal. Based on eyetracking studies that user
often read or scan in an ʻFʼ pattern the new layout of the banner on top, main navigation
on the left and body content to the right increases the scannibility of the website.
Sub pages will echo these improvements and will give the overall website a sense of
similarity and simplicity.
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Implementation Options
The redesigned Natureslawn.com interface can be implemented a few different ways,
with each approach offering different advantages and disadvantages.
Approach 1: Fixed-Width, Left-Aligned
• The design could be coded in a left-aligned and entirely fixed-width fashion, using
three columns of fixed size.
•

The left-most column contains the logo, search box, global navigation buttons,
subnavigation links, and the images related to secure shopping and customer
satisfaction.

•

The middle column would contain the Shopping List and Shopping Cart boxes,
page content, HTML text global navigation links, and the footer information
regarding office hours and e-mail links.

•

The right-hand column would contain the login box and links, scope boxes and
links, and ordering/fax numbers.

•

The advantage of this entirely fixed-width approach is that there is exact control
over alignment of the elements within columns and the line lengths remain
reasonable. This layout also remains balanced, because page elements retain
the same relative positions when the window is resized or screen resolution is
increased.

•

The most significant disadvantage of an entirely fixed-width approach is that
there will be a fair amount of ʻdead spaceʼ to the right of the page at higher
resolutions.

Approach 2: Fixed-Width, Centered
• The second approach to coding this interface is substantially similar to the first
approach, except that the entire design is centered on the page.
•

This approach confers the benefits noted for Approach 1, while reducing the
appearance of ʻdead spaceʼ at higher resolutions by spreading the white space
out to either side.

•

The largest disadvantage to this approach is still presents cropping and
horizontal scrolling concerns.
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Approach 3: Variable-Width, Centered
• The third approach to coding this interface is based on percentages of the current
browser window's size. They flex with the size of the window, even if the current
viewer changes their browser size as they're viewing the site.
•

Variable width layouts allow a very efficient use of the space provided by any
given web browser window or screen resolution.

•

Variable layouts can result in columns of text that are either too wide to
comfortably scan, or on smaller browsers too small for the words to show up
clearly.

•

Content can get out of alignment and spatial relationships might be thrown off
(thus breaking the Gestalt principle of proximity).

Recommended Implementation
Of these three approaches described, the Variable layout is recommended. All available
real estate is used allowing the designer to display more content on larger monitors, but
still remaining viable on smaller displays. A Variable width layout expands and contracts
to fill the available space.1

1. Jennifer Kyrnin, Fixed Width Layouts Versus Liquid Layouts: About.com Guide
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Appendix A
Figure 1: Home Page Top

Figure 2: Home Page Bottom
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Figure 3: Sub Page Top

Figure 4: Sub Page Bottom

All screen shots (1680 x 1050 resolution, 21 inch monitor, window maximized).
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